TECHNOLOGY AUDITS AND CONSULTING — ACHIEVING SEPARATION OF DUTY

Why is it better for you to work with one company
to do both technology audits and consulting?

What would the obstacle be if you want to work
with a company who does both?

Working with an extra vendor adds more conversations,
more contractual frustration, and the focus being on vendor
relationships instead of where it can be which is making your
organization secure.

At Vala Secure there is no obstacle. There is no legal requirement
to use separate companies. Our clients understand our
processes and have been successful in passing exams and
adding regulated clients.
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The business is responsible for all
compliance, technology audits, and security
testing work.

The company has ensured a separation
of duties in the event clients do multiple
services with us.

Financials are separated to show how
one area of our business is performing
comparatively to the other.

SEPARATE EMPLOYEES

The business is responsible for our ongoing
consulting services acting as a Information
Security Officer or Compliance Officer roles.

The company believes in independence
between the consulting function and the
audit function.

Transferring funds between accounts has
internal stopgaps to ensure separation.

SEPARATE EMPLOYEES

Employees sole focus is on the audit and
security testing work we provide.

Employees focus on strategic subjects
including Risk Assessment, BCP, Incident
Response, and Vendor Management.

NO CONFLICT
Vala Secure is a leading information security, compliance and strategic consulting firm with
services include identifying, monitoring, managing and mitigating risk. Vala Secure’s team are
experts in regulatory compliance, vendor management and risk managment.

972.429.8200 • info@valasecure.com • ValaSecure.com

COMPLIANCE AUDITS AND CONSULTING — ACHIEVING SEPARATION OF DUTY

Why is it better for you to work with one company
to do both compliance audits and consulting?

What would the obstacle be if you want to work
with a company who does both?

Working with an extra vendor adds more conversations,
more contractual frustration, and the focus being on vendor
management instead of focusing on ensuring the highest quality
compliance audits.

At Vala Secure there is no obstacle. There is no legal requirement
to use separate companies. Our clients understand our
processes and have been successful in passing exams and
adding regulated clients.
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SEPARATE FINANCES

The business is responsible for all
compliance, technology audits, and security
testing work.

The company has ensured a separation
of duties in the event clients do multiple
services with us.

Financials are separated to show how
one area of our business is performing
comparatively to the other.

SEPARATE EMPLOYEES

The business is responsible for our ongoing
consulting services acting as a Information
Security Officer or Compliance Officer roles.

The company believes in independence
between the consulting function and the
audit function.

Transferring funds between accounts has
internal stopgaps to ensure separation.

SEPARATE EMPLOYEES

Employees sole focus is on delivering
a high quality compliance audit.

Employees focus on more strategic issues
like the overall compliance program, future
regulatory changes, and enterprise level
risk assessments.

NO CONFLICT
Vala Secure is a leading information security, compliance and strategic consulting firm with
services include identifying, monitoring, managing and mitigating risk. Vala Secure’s team are
experts in regulatory compliance, vendor management and risk managment.

972.429.8200 • info@valasecure.com • ValaSecure.com

